=================================================================================================================
Build 1.2.18
------------
Changes Made:
-------------
* Completely new resolution routine in Strategic Bombing - Axis player now chooses Interceptor priorities during reaid resolution rather than during interceptor allocation
* For custom maps, naval transport between Russian 'White Sea' ports is now valid for any port (not just Murmansk and Archangel)
* Can now add Named features to custom maps with standard editor
* More messages added to sea movement routine to better explain why certain moves are illegal
* Editor - Changing values in a Unit Template will now automatically update all current in-game Units to match the new values
* If FOW is active then the Air point disply showing each sides forces on each front is not available

Bugs Fixed :
------------
* Axis units trying to use the 'can always move one hex' rule are unable to enter hexes containing Soviet ACs
* Soviet ACs in some games are incorrectly marked as 'can stack with enemy', which should only apply to Partisans.
* Undo transit move, unit is left with 35 movement pts and can then do a normal move of 35 pts.
* When determining if there is a sufficent combat ratio to allow Artillery to join the attack, defending units incorrectly use their 'attack' value (only affects units with differing atk/def)
* Neutral Italian units can move if "Board (SPI)" option is selected at start; cannot move if it is not selected.  This is the opposite of the rule.
* Sweden never activates as an Axis nation even if Pol Pts reach 70.
* Vichy Units cannot convert to Free French after Axis DoW of Vichy France

* French NTP not available to Allies after Axis DoW of Vichy France.
* Placement hexes for Ukrainian Separatist units missing from "War in the East" campaigns
* can convert UK units from Brigade to Arm Div in excess of Arm Div build limits
* Russian Partisan cadre unit in hex allows German to trace supply though Soviet ZoC in that hex
* Russian air range incorrectly set on turn of Axis attack, can affect Axis air interception of Soviet naval transport
* German player can build Fort markers in hexes in minor supply.  Should be major supply only.
* Custom games with more than 750 unit templates can fail in production phase
* Incorrect handling of conversion to Free French in some games
* Hex in German ZoC and under German Air Int at start of German invasion of France should be +4 mps, not +2, as special rule is active
* Allies have recaptured Paris while Vichy is still active, but German can still loot France
* If playing custom game with the 'Axis Target Airfields' rule off, the Soviet player will not receive any APs after an Axis DoW
* Tangiers cannot be Amph assaulted in Snow turns - should be legal to do so (it is part of North Africa)
* Allies cannot build new SW bombers in late-war campaigns.  Also, available SW Bombers build counts are incorrectly displayed in these games
* Rail movement of units that start the phase stacked with flak units will sometimes not allow the move to end in a hex containing flak units
=================================================================================================================
Build 1.2.15
------------
Changes Made:
-------------

* Added additional message to Soviet production when optional variable Soviet unit losses has been reached, to display the value as confirmation of disruption
* Added additional log messages to show capture/loss of airbases and production centers during movement
* New validation checks in Editor to catch errors in map editing
* Increased compatibility with original SPI board version :
	- changed the "Italy Must Join Axis" option to include Sweden, Spain and Turkey;
	- Allies are not required to Garrision the French/Italian border while Italy is neutral if "Board War In Euope (SPI)" option is selected;
	- Italian units can no longer move while neutral if "Board War In Euope (SPI)" option is selected;

Bugs Fixed :
------------
* Recombine 3 German Inf 1-5KGs; resulting unit can still move/attack in same turn (should not be able to)
* UBoat die rolls were the same pattern in every 1939 campaign game.  Added code to re-initialse at start of each new game.
* ASW option is not activated until Allied delay reaches 4 cycles, should be at 3 cycles
* US Mobilization level values for maximum 8-10 builds are incorrect
* Axis build limits should not apply to War In The West campaign games.
* Adding more than 2048 named locations in Editor causes crash when loading game file (limit raised to 2500)
* In some post-41 campaign games Soviet Personnel centers that start as Axis controlled can still be used during Soviet production. 
* Soviet White Sea Fleet has missing 'sea access' values in some campaign games
* Some Campaign games have the Soviet disruption level set at '87' by default, instead of the standard 100
* Soviet player looses optional Lend Lease bonus as soon as Norway is attacked by Axis.  Should only loose if Norway is Occupied by Axis
* Turkish Units under Axis control cannot enter hexes containing Russian partisans
* Allied Strategic bases not removed from map at moment their hex is captured
* Artillery units can only sea move from Major ports.  Should be any port.
* 'Free French' nationality incorrectly marked as 'inactive' in 1941 campaign games.  This prevents FF conversion in later years.
* Can sometimes select 'non-para' units for loading into air front drop boxes
* Axis player can place Air Int markers in Russian hexes even while RUssia is neutral if Russia is 'active at peace'
* Soviet Reinforcements in Scenarios enter on map edge hexes, but placement routine acts as if hex is a Training Center
* game hangs sometimes during Soviet rail move phase if move is near the Siberian exit hexes and moving units are valid cadres
* If Soviet attacks German occupied Poland with a DoW via movement, all of East Poland immediately becomes Axis controlled.
* US Units waiting for sealift do not count againt production build limits

